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ABOUT US
An Expert Automotive Team, set up to
energize Automotive Detailing in India
to a whole new level. We are the
premier automotive detailing service
provider for the Ultimate Car &
Motorcycle enthusiast. We have grown
to provide bespoke detailing packages
& fleet management programs for
some of India’s most exotic & premium
automobiles and the commuter
segment too. 

We are devoted to providing you with
the most thorough detailing process, in
addition to the most unparalleled
results you have ever enjoyed.



MISSION & VISION 
 

Deliver outstanding results on every
project undertaken and offer smart
surface solutions to every
component of the automobile or any
surface to be treated and reduce
water consumption through
innovative methods. 

To be the leading business unit that
delivers incomparable service and
results that is only imaginary to
competitors and affordable to
customers.



DETAILING
AND NANO

PROTECTIVE
COATINGS

Experience the
perfection of

detailing along
with precision

paint correction
and surface
protection 

 services offered
by one of the

most dedicated
teams in the

country.

WRAPS AND
PAINT

PROTECTION
FILMS

Unmatched
Variety of brands

and films to
explore from. 
Race Stripes,

PinStripes, Roof
Wraps, and 

Self Healing Paint
Protection Films

for an unmatched
protection of your

vehicle. 

COLLISION
REPAIR

AND
PAINTING

Spray painting,
dent removal,

tinkering &
collision repair

for cars and
motorcycles.

We use genuine
brands & offer a

perfect color
match for your

car or
motorcycle.



WHY REFLECTON ? 
Innovative & Experimental

An Automotive Detailing Unit where Quality, Attention to detail & delivery is the key
focus.

Trained and Experienced Staff

Reflection Perfection 

Trained to face tough challenges & following a quality control process second to
none.

Automotive Paint Correction at its best with the use of top quality products &
cutting edge technology.

Customer Focus
Our services and products revolves around our customers and their experiences

every single day.



DETAILING AND HIGH QUALITY SURFACE PROTECTIONDETAILING AND HIGH QUALITY SURFACE PROTECTION
COATINGSCOATINGS

COLLISION REPAIR AND SPRAY PAINTING SERVICESCOLLISION REPAIR AND SPRAY PAINTING SERVICES

WRAPS AND PAINT PROTECTION FILMSWRAPS AND PAINT PROTECTION FILMS

SERVICES WE OFFER



Experience detailing and paint protection from one of the most renowned 
names in the industry. 

Google Rating 4.9 (300+ Reviews)
Facebook rating 4.9 (150+ Reviews)

Just Dial 4.9 (100+ Reviews)

We at ReflectON leave no stone unturned when it comes to professional detailing
and protective coatings. A pioneering group that has many firsts added to its name, 

 revolutionizes protective coatings through application of Hybrid Coatings (Only
Skilled Applicator in Bangalore ) 

Maxprotect is a brand that offers unmatched protection to your car's surface. Paint,
Plastics, Glasses, Wheels, are some of the parts that are protected during the

treatment offered at ReflectON Automotive. 

With more than 8 years of experience in detailing, Nano protective coatings,  we
offer high quality detailing, painting and protective coating application services at

our store in CV RAMANNAGAR, Bangalore. 



MaxProtect UNCR is the only
Nano Rubber Coating in the
World that cures into a
Flexible Rubber Membrane
onto the applied Surface. 

PATENTED 
TECHNOLOGY

Offered only by Approved and thoroughly
Trained Professionals at selective Outlets
only. 

Exclusive at ReflectOn Automotive 

PROFESSIONAL 
ONLY

Doesnt Suffer from issues like the
age old Ceramic coatings do.
Swirls, Waterspots, Webbing etc
are some of the common defects
of a Ceramic Coating. 

NEXT GENERATION 
TECHNOLOGY

Long Lasting Shine, Outstanding
Durability, Deep Gloss, Better
Water Repellancy, Stonechip
resistant, Swirl Resistant, and
more are some of the benefits of a
Nano Rubber Coating. 

RESULTS MATTER

INTRODUCING 

MAXPROTECT NANO RUBBER COATINGS



Maxprotect UNC-R is the world’s first Nano Coating that turns into a Rubber Membrane when
cured in room temperature. This flexible nature enables the finish to be ultra-resistant to wash

swirl mark build-up* and does not suffer from hard water spotting like some Nano Glass
Coatings do. Incredibly glossy, super smooth and easy to clean surface is what UNC-R is all
about! Same as our Nano Glass Coatings, UNC-R is a permanent coating and can only be

removed with sand paper once fully cured. Has extremely high chemical resistance (Salt, Acid,
Brake Dust, Exhaust Gasses, Tree-Sap, etc.) and high UV filtering properties.

MAXPROTECT WAS FOUNDED TO PROVIDE A WINNING MIXTURE OF PREMIUM
QUALITY PRODUCTS AND TECH SUPPORT FOR THE PROFESSIONAL CAR

DETAILING INDUSTRY.
 
 

EXCLUSIVELY AVAILABLE AT REFLECTON AUTOMOTIVE



PROTECT YOUR VEHICLE FROM



SELF HEALING-PAINT PROTECTION FILMS 
 

Paint Protection Film or PPF was initially conceived and
developed by the US Military as a way to protect Helicopter rotors and other

sensitive parts from debris and other intrusions. The thick film was applied on
leading edges and potential impact areas, designed to be hard wearing and

easily replaced in an environment where aesthetics was far from a necessity. As
with so many modern-day applications what started as military technology

eventually found its way in to the commercial sector and over several decades
has slowly developed into various products we have today protecting our cars.



The PPF we offer has an instant self-healing layer and is by itself a self-healing
layer. Stone-chips, scuffs, scratches, and swirls that don’t penetrate this layer, if
it does, it disappears with the application of heat either by the sun or by using
a heat gun. On the other hand, we also offer instant self-healing films that will

instantly heal even without the application of heat.

S E L F - H E A L I N G :
 

BENEFITS OF PAINT PROTECTION FILMS

Our PPF protects your paintwork from
chips, minor scuffs and scratches,
environmental factors such as bug
splatter and protects the finish against
defects from poor washing
techniques.

Our PPF has a superior optical clarity
and is very easy to maintain. When

looked after correctly it gives a depth of
shine like freshly detailed paint for

many years.

P R O T E C T I O N
 

E N H A N C E M E N T
 



S E L F - H E A L I N G
 
 

All paint protection films
that we offer have a

basic self healing ability
that heals any scratches
or swirls that occur on

the surface with
additional heat given

either by parking out in
the sun or by applying

any artificial heat source.
The films also consist of a
hydrophobic layer when

manufactured.

C O L O R E D  P P F
 
 

All our premium paint
protection films that we
offer have an exclusive

instant healing ability that
heals immediately once a
scratch or swirl occurs on

the surface. these films
have comparatively greater

optical clarity and these
films also have a

hydrophobic layer on top
as a standard.

We do offer a colored
paint protection film
which is mainly black

and can give any vehicle
a more sporty
appearance.

these films do have a
self-healing ability and

comes with a
hydrophobic layer on top

as standard
Commonly applied on

roofs, bonnets, etc  

TYPES OF PAINT PROTECTION FILMS
I N S T A N T - H E A L I N G

 



COMPARISON



AREAS OF APPLICATION



VINYL WRAPS
Vinyl wrapping is a process designed to protect your car’s paint and provide a wide
range of customization options. Vinyl is a thin film that is applied over the paint of
your car. Think of it like a giant decal. You’ve probably encountered a vehicle with a
vinyl wrap of some sort, even if you didn’t realize it. Many new cars are offered with
some clear protective film applied to the front bumper and leading edge of the
hood. The film offers a protective barrier against rocks and other debris that the
front of the vehicle is subjected to on a regular basis. It keeps the paint underneath
from taking the brunt of the impact and keeps the car looking newer, longer. A
vinyl wrap takes the same concept and applies it to the entire vehicle. Instead of

wrapping just the front of the car, you wrap the whole car. You’re not limited to
clear protective films, either. Companies have developed a wide range of coloured
vinyl, offered in a large number of finishes, to give you virtually unlimited options

when it comes to the exterior of your car.



PROTECTS YOUR PAINT
 

M I N I M A L  D O W N T I M E
 Painting a car is a big job. From the prep work, to

priming, to the dry time in between coats of paint, it all
adds up to cost, time, effort and tests your patience. If

you choose to repaint your car, it can take several days
or even weeks to complete depending on the quality

and complexity of the job. Vinyl offers a much faster
turnaround time. Making sure the car is clean and a
design has been finalized are the major prep tasks.

Installing the wrap on the vehicle can be done in a day
or two.

BENEFITS OF VINYL WRAPS
L O W  C O S T

P E E L A B L E

The cost of a vinyl wrap is one of
its most appealing features.
Compared
to a quality paint job, a full vehicle
wrap will cost a fraction of the
price.

Wrapping your car with vinyl also provides
protection for your original paint. When it

comes time to sell your
car, you can remove the vinyl to reveal the

pristine paint underneath.

If you decide you want to go
back to the original paint, or
a whole new color, the vinyl
can be easily removed and
replaced. This allows you to
change the look of your car
more often.



Spray painting, dent removal, tinkering & collision repair for cars and motorcycles.
We use genuine brands & offer a perfect color match for your car or motorcycle.

CUSTOM SHADES

With years of experience in color prep
works, we use factory paint codes to
ensure that the shade is matched 100%

Quality finish occurs only when a genuine
and a high grade material is used. We use

brands like Standox, Glasurit, DuPont,
Sikkens, Akzo Nobel, PPG, etc. 

With the use of high grade equipment
like DevilBiss, Iwata, Sata, 3M, Festool,
Mirka, we ensure that the finish is
unmatched and the result durable. 

Not just paint matching, we specialize
in creating unique blend of tinted

shades that can offer uniqueness to
your vehicle.

SPRAY PAINTING

PERFECT SHADE MATCH

PRECISION FINISH

GENUINE BRANDS



14/2, 10th cross, 
Krishna Reddy Road, Kondappa Layout 
Kaggadasapura, 
C V Raman Nagar, Bengaluru, Karnataka 560093

CONTACT DETAILS 

+91.9980668119
SANDESH KUMAR KARTHIK. C

+91.7090322266

POSTAL ADDRESS https://www.reflecton.in/

facebook.com/reflecton

company/reflecton-india/

Youtube/ReflectOn
instagram/reflecton/


